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Georgetown
Population (2002) - 239,227
Estimated population now 354,964
Greater Georgetown including Suburban
Areas are approx 87 sq/ml or 150 sq/km
Has over 40% of Guyana’s population
Picture by Mike Charles: looking east from the Demerara
River. The Stabroek Market is in the foreground

APNU Leader responds to US Ambassador on Amaila…“My interest lies with
Guyana and its people”- David Granger
August 24, 2013—KNEWS By Abena Rockcliffe

“He is a diplomat, represents a state, and I can
understand that it is in his interest to advance the
business of that state he represents. But I also have
obligations to the Guyanese population and I represent their interest”

that any future investments in the energy
sector will make investments riskier and cost
more“
While the window to prevent such an occurrence is small and closing fast, we call on all
political parties to come together in the national interest to support a project that all
parties have long agreed is necessary to
boost Guyana‘s competitiveness and improve the lives of its people with less expensive and more reliable energy,‖ the Ambassador said.

A Partnership for National Unity (APNU), in
response to the US Ambassador‘s call for
unanimous political support for the US$858M
Hydro project, said that there are two interests being brought to the fore. The party‘s APNU leader, David
leader, David Granger indicated that those
Granger
two interests are that of the United States of
America and of Guyana. Granger, in no uncertain APNU Press Conference
terms, said that his interest lies with Guyana and to
At an APNU press conference held yesterday,
the people of Guyana.
Granger admitted to the media that on the very day
Sithe Global—the investing company/developer for
USA Interest vs Guyana’s interest
the Amaila project—pulled out, he had a meeting
―He (Ambassador) is a diplomat, represents a state,
with Ambassador Hardt. Granger said that that meetand I can understand that it is in his interest to ading was pertaining to the Amaila project
vance the business of that state he repreand of course his party‘s support towards it.
sents. But I also have obligations to the Guyanese population and I represent their inter―I told him (the Ambassador) that A Partest …There is the American interest and the
nership for National Unity has certain instiGuyanese interest I know where my interest
tutions and procedures and these matters
lies. I am not surprised by his statement; he
were not arrived at lightly…They were disis a civil servant, paid to do that.‖
cussed thoroughly by our shadow cabinet,
they were discussed within our parliamenFour days ago, US Ambassador to Guyana,
tary group, they were discussed within the
D. Brent Hardt, called for all political parties to
executive committee of the partnership and
meet and for all to support the Amaila Falls
when we came to those conclusions, it was
Ambassador, D.
Hydro Project. The envoy warned that the US Brendt
Hardt
based on advice, based on paper studies
country‘s attractiveness to investments could
that were conducted over a period of time.
be badly damaged with the demise of the Amaila
Falls project.
It wasn‘t a hasty decision; it wasn‘t vindictive or full of
revenge. We thought about the issue very carefully
A statement by Ambassador Hardt, entitled ―Op-Ed
and we felt that as presently constituted the project
on the Amaila Falls and International Investment in
could not have been supported,‖ Granger said.
Guyana‖ and issued by the US Embassy, also said
Continued on Page 10
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Welcome to the Guyanese Online Newsletter

Editorial: By: Cyril Bryan. Editor and Publisher
This is the 38th edition of the Guyanese Online
Newsletter. It culminates 40 months of publishing the Blog and monthly Newsletters.
Thanks for your support……
E-mail address: cybryan@gmail.com

Prepare for the Fall, and do not fall
Summer is almost over and we hope that it was a
sunny and enjoyable one for our readers in the northern hemisphere. In the Caribbean, September is the
month to remember as it is when the most serious
hurricanes occur. It has been a rather quiet season to
date, defying the forecasters, but time will tell.
The world‗s economic systems are now fully integrated so the global slowdown is affecting all major
economies. The USA is still on steroids with its stimulus packages but when these are reduced or stopped
.. .prepare for the fall. The USA economy is extremely
weak and its central, state and local governments, as
well as its people are deep in debt. The present situation is unsustainable with no proposed viable solution
in sight. The same prognosis could be applied to the
U.K., Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece.
The latest news is that Western nations intend to intervene in the Syrian civil war. Wars are usually good
for sluggish economies, increasing demand, but incurring further debts payable to the financers who need
wars to keep their systems of economic slavery entrenched. The Syrian/Iran situation is, however, not
another Libya. The USA has been warned by Russia
and China that regime change interventions will no
longer be tolerated. Could this be the start of a thermonuclear war ending our civilization?
While we are being entertained by the breaking negative news from Syria, Iran or North Korea, we are distracted momentarily from the stark realities of our
daily lives. Most of us are unhappy, brainwashed by
consumerism, deep in debt and barely keeping up
with the pressures of rapid change. Decreasing job
security, asset depreciation in real estate and other
investments leave us stressed, eventually affecting
our health. We all hope that the world economies do
not totally collapse, with unthinkable consequences.

Guyanese Online
The Guyanese Online Newsletter and the
Guyanese Online Blog Website are independent
publications that are created, edited, produced and
published by Cyril Bryan - cybryan@gmail.com
Guyanese organizations are offered FREE advertising.
Blog: 30 Most popular - 30 days - July, 2013
click item to view the entry

1. Botlahle: Age 11 – Winner Of South Africa‘s Talent 2012
2. Home page / Archives
3. GUYANA and CARIBBEAN RECIPES
4. Botlahle: SA Got Talent 2012- The Madiba (Nelson Mandela) Poem – video
5. Fruits of Trinidad and Tobago – and Guyana
6. CHINESE ADVICE TO 50-YEAR OLDS & OLDER
7. Old Jet Magazines – from 1950 onwards
8. US probing another visa racket at embassy in Guyana
9. Guyana‘s Grade Six Assessment (‗Common Entrance‘)
Results 2013
10. Jeff Corwin in Guyana – By Dmitri Allicock
11. Rush Hour Traffic in Ho Chi Minh City, (Saigon) Viet
Nam - video
12. Pope Francis plays the Tenor Pan at the Vatican
13. The Gated Community – By Ron Persaud
14. Alex Fraser – authored ‗open letter‘ to
George Zimmerman
15. I AM A COOLIE – by Naraine Datt
16. We seem to have lost out again with the Brazilians –
Tony Vieira
17. BARTICA – A Missed Opportunity of History By
Dmitri Allicock
18. Top 10 X Factor Auditions all time – based on YouTube
views on 13-2-2013
19. BARON – ‗The Soca Man‖ – 27 song videos- autoplay
20. AFC calls for mass street protests against corruption…
21. A scandal at Piarco Airport in Trinidad –
Stella Ramsaroop
22. *A Must See*: Slavery by Another Name -PBS
23. Guyanese Online – Introduction
24. The Giant River Otter or ―Water Dog‖ of Guyana
25. St. Cuthbert‘s Mission: Amerindian Heritage Day 1992

26. Canada: Passport Changes – July 1st, 2013
27. Guyanese Online Newsletter – Jun-Jul 2013
28. Guyana experience is a lesson for Caribbean countries
– CDB
What about Plantation Guyana? Well, we have not 29. ―STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE‖ – Maj. Gen. (retd) Joseph G Singh MSS
figured out that we are all in the same boat, and if we
30.
Can
Babu John save a declining PPP? – by
do not work together to create a harmonious society,
Ralph Seeram

we shall all perish together. We have already experienced bloody racial conflicts – There are no winners!

Click here for full list - 499 entries: July 2013 Most popular
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Note: Click on the headlines to read the articles

Toronto Foundation Dinner Dance September 14, 2013

Click here to download the Toronto Foundation flyer - 2 pages - the second page lists the
school-feeding projects of the Foundation, and those of Canadian Vision Care- Guyana Team
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Buxton Friendship Express July 2013

Click here to download the newsletter
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Guyana Christian Charities
Canada Inc
WHAT WE DO?
• provide aid and assistance to the poor and
needy, sometimes through organisations/ hospitals
• raise funds in our community through our Annual Food and Bake Sale, our Dances, cash
and memorial donations
• collect and ship donated articles such as
books, computers, toys etc to various organisations in Guyana
• provide long term support to the orphanages,
the Burn Care Unit of the Georgetown Hospital
WHO WE HELP?
Groups, communties and individuals throughout Guyana - from the coastlands to the Rupununi. To date, the list of organisations supported totals over 60. These include:
Hospitals
Missions
Schools
Orphanages

Website: http://www.gcccanada.org/

GCA New York: Lifetime awards for Clive Lloyd and Peter Halder
In special recognition of their sterling contributions in their
respective professions Clive Lloyd and Peter Halder are
recipients of the Lifetime Achievement Award.

2013 Guyana Cultural Association Lifetime
Achievement Award – Clive Lloyd
Clive Lloyd has enjoyed a distinguished career in international cricket.
His record breaking successes were
earned through a combination of personal and team efforts across communities in Guyana, the Caribbean, and
worldwide. Mr. Lloyd exhibited a blend
of commendable leadership styles –
inspirational, pacesetting, and coaching – that resulted
in a remarkable legacy. In addition to leading his teams
of talented players he performed on par with many of
his contemporaries in their respective positions as batsmen and fielders. It all aggregates to a hallmark of excellence that will serve as model for a long time. Guyanese in all walks of life are proud of his accomplishments.

2013 Guyana Cultural Association Lifetime
Achievement Award – Peter Halder
Peter Halder is the pen name of Burnett
Alexander Halder who has enjoyed a
multi-faceted career. In Guyana and
overseas, he moved in a path of upward
professional mobility that is outstanding.
Starting in his early teens, he has lived
and worked with people of dissimilar
racial, ethnic, cultural and national characteristics.
The vocational corridors he tread took him across various physical and intellectual geographies: from journalist to civil service administrator to ambassador to international relations consultant. In his formal retirement,
Mr. Halder resumed writing and is now a published novelist. Personal resilience and leadership skills focused
on harmony are characteristics of his life.
Guyanese on learning of Peter Halder‘s quiet and effective diplomatic practice join the international community
to hold him in high esteem.
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US Security project prepares Guyanese youths for work

The graduates from the SKYE Program funded by the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative
Thursday 22 August 2013 (CMD)

GEORGETOWN – More than 100 Guyanese youths
have been prepared for the world of work through a
project being funded by the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative, the American embassy here said Thursday August 23, 2013..
SKYE Program
The 135 youths between the ages of 15 and 24
years old graduated during the week of August 1923, 2013, having completed a four-week ―Work
Ready Now!‖ training. The project is being funded
through USAID‘s Skills and Knowledge for Youth
Employment (SKYE) program. The SKYE program
is part of the Caribbean Basin Security Initiative
(CBSI) partnership between the United States and
the Caribbean.
USAID Mission Director, Daniel Smolka participated
in a graduation event for some of the youth and remarked that ―Investing in and supporting our youth is
not only a compassionate, but a smart investment for
Guyana‘s future.
Training Young People for work
The cost of not making such smart investments
places much greater burdens on society.‖ Mr.
Smolka also expressed the hope that ―the partnerships developed through this program will be further
deepened and strengthened to bring about effective
and lasting change in support of the young people of

Guyana.‖
Work Ready Now Training
Work Ready Now! training transfers a set of basic
employability skills, knowledge, and behaviors essential for the success of young people as entry-level
workers or entrepreneurs. This training is one of
several SKYE program elements to assist youth in
gaining the self-confidence necessary to find and retain employment and draws on the experience and
advice of local public and private sector employers
who provided vital tips for success in employment,
helping to guide young Guyanese to better understand what businesses are looking for when selecting employees.

Local Partners
The training was implemented by the Program‘s local
partners: Catholic Relief Services and Youth Challenge International – Guyana.
Project to train 1500 by 2015
The SKYE project will continue to work with at-risk
youth, mainly males, who are school dropouts, youth
who completed formal education but do not have the
necessary skills to find employment, and youth involved in the juvenile justice system.
A total of 1,500 youth in regions 4, 6, 9, and 10 will
receive Work Ready Now! training by August 2015.
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Note: Click on the headlines to read the articles

Republic Bank sponsors steel pan forum
The commitment of Republic Bank to support and develop art, culture and music is once again evident with
their sponsorship of a Steelpan Workshop in collaboration with the Tina Insanally Foundation.
The Workshop was attended by 14 participants drawn
from the Foundation‘s locations countrywide – Lovely
Lass, West Coast Berbice; St. John Bosco Orphanage,
Plaisance‘, the Ruimveldt Children Centre, the St.
Ann‘s Orphanage and its main branch at Guyenterprise, Georgetown.
The facilitators were London-based Panologist Aubrey
Bryan and Ivan Chapman from the North Ruimveldt
Multilateral School. They hosted five daily sessions
from Monday, July 15 to Friday July 19, at Ivan Chapman‘s North Ruimveldt Pan Workshop on Mandela
Avenue.
The workshop taught the participants the History of
Pan, how to select suitable pans, to sink drums, the
smoothing and marking out of drums – the grooving,
cutting, heating and tuning of drums.[ KNEWS -July 15, 2013]

In the picture, Mrs. Erica Jeffrey, Manager – Branch
Support Services of Republic Bank, is seen handing
over the cheque to cover the entire cost for the workshop to steel-pan maker and tuner, Aubrey Bryan. Also
present is Maria Leung of the Tina Insanally Foundation.

Guyana Cultural Association of New York Inc -

August 2013 Magazine <click

SACRIFICE, HOPE AND TOGETHERNESS

The year 2013 is very significant in Guyana's journey
to freedom. It is a year of five historical anniversaries:
the 1763 Berbice Rebellion (250th anniversary);the
1823 Demerara Rebellion (190th anniversary); the
1838 Emancipation Proclamation (175th anniversary); the Arrival of East Indians (175th anniversary);
and the Arrival of the Chinese (160th anniversary).
Guyana has been blessed with an overabundance of
―Jewels‖. We are a land of many waters, including the
majestic Kaieteur Falls. We have breath-taking flora
and fauna beyond our wildest imagination. We are a
birdwatcher‘s paradise .We have the mighty Jaguar ,
the noble Eagle and the resplendent plumage of the
Macaw .In Addition, our rich architectural heritage is a
beauty to behold.
We are indeed El Dorado. Many have called Guyana
the ―Kingdom of Nature and the Land of Enchantment‖
.Yet, our greatest wealth lies in our people and our diverse cultures: Amerindian, African, Chinese, Indian,
Portuguese, Mixed and European. Within this canopy
of wealth, the greatest Jewels are our Youth.
Download: AUGUST 2013 ON-LINE GCA MAGAZINE_ < click
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Fun Multiplication Puzzles - Book by Lyndon Barton
Grade Level: 2-4
Interest Level: 4-12
CCSS Level: 3*
Price $4.99
These self-checking FUN
Multiplication Puzzles provide
students with a great way to
practice, apply, and reinforce
their multiplication and division skills.
Each puzzle represents an
incomplete multiplication table
in the form of a grid. The objective of each puzzle is
for students to utilize the products shown as clues in
order to complete the grid. The puzzle is completely
solved when all the empty cells of the grid are filled in
with the correct numbers that represent the missing
multipliers as well as the missing products.
This 17-page eBook includes 2 challenging FUN Puzzles per page and an answer key.

Mastery of the multiplication tables is essential
to the mastery of fractions, where, for example, the
student is required to determine common denominators, common factors or divisors, factor pairs, or
to factorize a number.
Besides fractions, other
topic areas where the multiplication tables are useful include: clock arithmetic, base arithmetic, factorizing trinomials, and probability calculations.
Note that the expanded version of the Barton Puzzle, entitled Skill-Building Multiplication and Division Puzzles (for grades 4 and higher), is also
available from the author, Lyndon O. Barton by
direct contact: lynobar@aol.com.
Guyana-born Lyndon, is a retired senior engineer
of E. I. DuPont and Nemours Company. He is also
the author of Mechanism Analysis: Simplified
Graphical and Analytical Techniques (1st and
2nd editions), an engineering textbook written for
mechanical engineers and students of mechanical
engineering. He now teaches mathematics at Delaware State University, Dover, Delaware.

CYRIL DABYDEEN PUBLISHES NEW BOOK OF STORIES
My Multi-Ethnic Friends & Other Stories (Guernica
Editions, Toronto, 2013, pp. 204) is Cyril Dabydeen‘s
latest volume which spans a range of narratives set in
Canada and other parts of the world reflecting lived
experiences. The Guyana-born Canadian writer has
been publishing for many years
Here in this new volume are shifting spaces and
changing lives forming the core of Dabydeen‘s stories.
Tropical places with verdant greenery are subverted;
his sometimes stark images supplant the traditionally
exotic. In Canada‘s northern hemisphere, Dabydeen‘s
immigrant and non-immigrant
characters delve into memories;
whether Greek, Italian, Russian
or West Indian, for them new
situations resonate in northwestern Ontario, Toronto or Detroit.
They are even active in a mayoralty race heating up in Ottawa.
It‘s also a Muslim‘s faith tested in
Vancouver. Stories such as the
title one and others like ―Bearing
Gifts,‖ ―Believers,‖ ―Look Who‘s
Coming,‖ and ―In Transit‖ reflect
ironic twists and styles.

This new book follows on Cyril Dabydeen‘s previous fiction such as My Brahmin Days and Other
Stories (TSAR Publications. Toronto), Play a Song
Somebody: New and Selected Stories (Mosaic
Press, Toronto), Black Jesus and Other Stories
(TSAR), and North of the Equator (Beach Holme,
Vancouver). Dabydeen has also published three
short novels, and one full-length novel, Drums of
My Flesh (TSAR), nominated for the prestigious
IMPAC/Dublin Prize and a short-listed finalist for
the City of Ottawa Book Prize. This novel also won
the top Guyana Prize for fiction
A former Poet Laureate of Ottawa (1984-87), Dabydeen has taught Creative Writing at the University
of Ottawa and has published over 15 books, including eight collections of poetry. He also edited the
anthologies A Shapely Fire: Changing the Literary
Landscape (Mosaic Press, l987), Another Way To
Dance: Contemporary Asian Poetry in Canada and
the USA (TSAR, 1992), and Beyond Sangre
Grande: Caribbean Writing Today (TSAR, 2012).
For more information, pls. phone: 613/230-7854
(ph.) Or E-mail: cdabydee@uottawa.ca or cdabydeen@ncf.ca
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GUYANA: Failed education and youth delinquency
AUGUST 26, 2013 | BY KNEWS | EDITORIAL

Calls for a Commission of Inquiry
There have been calls for a Commission of Inquiry
(CoI) into the educational system in the wake of
continued abysmal results at the NGSA and
CSEC, especially English Language and Mathematics.
Youth delinquency increasing

Remunerative career Paths
What we would also like to suggest is that the failure of our educational system to impart the education necessary in the present age to enable our
males to pursue remunerative career paths, is the
primary reason for the increasing levels of youth
delinquency. This connection is complex but is
translated into the observable primarily male youth
delinquency. It is undisputed that early aggressive
behaviour in boys definitely leads to difficulties in
the classroom. Such difficulties, in turn, may result
in a child‘s receiving unfavourable evaluations from
teachers or peers. The male is socialised not only
to be more aggressive but also to be the provider
and the protector in the family.

These calls are very timely but they should be
placed within the context of the wider problem of
increasing youth delinquency in our society. While
the high incidence of violence in our schools was
cited, we believe that this is simply the tip of the
iceberg of an underlying malaise that has engulfed
our youths.
Education and crime
We are sure that a CoI will be able to deal in a When the socialisation system does not deliver the
comprehensive manner with the phenomenon. means necessary for him to play his designated
However, there should also be a national dis- role he inevitably rejects the education system,
course initiated that might feed into the CoI. There which is the major socialisation mechanism in our
have already been several interventions in this society. The young males then turn to other paths
area from several angles and we would like to to secure the wherewithal to be ―the provider and
highlight some of them. The poor performance of the protector‖. What this means is that they enter
our student population is not mono-casual but due the world of juvenile delinquency which blossoms
to the confluence of several factors.
into the life of full blown crime.
Females are successful students
When the numbers are disaggregated it can be
seen that females make up a majority of the ―high
flyers‖ that comprise the top 1-25% while boys
dominate in the bottom seventy-five percent. While
this fact has been cited as a region-wide problem,
the authorities continue to avoid dealing with the
root causes. The fundamental question is if intelligence is distributed randomly, a proposition that is
universally accepted, why is it that the performances of boys are now lagging so far behind that
of girls?
While there are many theories, any CoI that hopes
to arrive at proposals to deal with the problem
must answer this question. One suggestion is that
the mode of delivery of information in the classroom is more conducive to females who are socialised to be more passive than males. If, in fact, this
is a factor then we will have to look seriously at
making the classroom environment much more
interactive.

The money that is expended to prevent or deal with
the burgeoning crime wave is astronomical. What
the connection between a failed educational system
and juvenile crime would suggest is that we as a
nation have been penny wise and pound foolish.
We have refused to deploy the appropriate level
and type of resources to our educational system on
the assumption that we cannot spend more. But
when the products of that failed system turns to
crime, the money is thrown at the problem with
alacrity. What we are suggesting is that we nip the
problem literally in the bud.
Problem affects all Guyanese
We are pleased that it was explicitly stated by those
that called for the CoI into our educational system
that it is not being done to cast blame. This is a
problem that affects every Guyanese family and we
cannot afford to ―take sides‖. The only side is that of
our youths who must be socialised into becoming
productive and integrated members of our society.
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APNU responds to US Ambassador (Cont’d from Page 1)
The Biggest Problem

The Opposition Leader said yesterday that ―we
(APNU) absolutely support a Hydro Project and I told
the Ambassador that.‖ Granger said that what his
party doesn‘t support is a project that has been on the
stove for eight years yet the government doesn‘t
seem to understand it and have enough faith in it to
sufficiently answer the questions of APNU.

He added that ―the biggest problem we had is that up
to August 10 when we went into recess, the executive branch had not yet presented a comprehensive
project document to the National Assembly. We
really had nothing to vote against, so it is impossible
to say we killed the project. We have not seen the
project document.‖
Questions not fully answered
Further, the Party leader reiterated to the media, ―We
(APNU) don‘t know which organization will be running the project. We know Mr. Brassington is working
on the Marriott, he is working with NICIL, with the
Cheddi Jagan Airport project and GPL; we don‘t
know if he is the superman of finance, but we wanted
to see a different type of development authority
which is going to be spending the money concerning
the single biggest investment that Guyana has ever
embarked on. We wanted to see some structure. We
want more information about the credibility of the
GPL to handle this.‖
Granger said that on Thursday he was made aware
that lots of people endured about eight hours of
blackout. ―If they (GPL) can‘t handle the normal
power generation, how can they handle another 160
MW?‖

―We were brought into it a year ago, yet the questions
asked are not sufficiently being answered. The government has been living with this thing for eight years.
We are now coming into it and we will not approve it
until we get satisfactory answers.‖
Granger said yesterday that APNU is concerned
about the tariffs for electricity, the Amaila road projects and lots of other issues, all of which he brought
to both the attention of the Government and the Ambassador himself
Sithe Global, a US company, and the developer in the
Amaila project, announced two Sundays ago that it
was withdrawing after the National Assembly remained divided on the project slated to be built in Region Eight. The AFC supported the government but
Sithe Global insisted on unanimous approval.

Concerned Citizens Against Domestic Violence - Dance
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Guyana’s Parliament

Note: Click on the headlines to read the articles

CFATF: Guyana faces real risk of financial sanctions – Chris Ram
AUGUST 12, 2013 | BY KNEWS |

Eminent Chartered Accountant and Financial
Analyst, Christopher Ram, believes that Guyana
now faces a very real possibility of attracting
sanctions from the Caribbean Financial Action
Taskforce (CFATF), given that the nation is
poised to miss the extended deadline it was afforded to comply with its recommendations.
Money Laundering Debacle
Ram‘s latest analysis of the money laundering debacle, comes after the National Assembly has officially
begun its annual recess, but not before a Special Select Committee voted to defer considering amendments to the Anti Money Laundering and Countering
the Financing of Terrorism legislation.
That Committee voted to defer the consideration of
the amendments until October even as CFAFT had
warned of an August 26 deadline, prior to its next
plenary consideration in November.
Government must address CFATF concerns
Ram in his analysis, has since said that ―since the
executive arm of the state is not in recess, there is
no reason why it should not be working feverishly to
address not only the problems identified by the
CFATF but to identify any other deficiencies in the
law and its consistency with the Constitution.‖
Ram said that it would not be in Guyana‘s best interest to attract the sanctions by the Regulator.
All Bank transactions will be affected
He suggested that not only the Bank of Nova Scotia,
but indeed every other bank operating in Guyana
with correspondent banking relationships in North
America, could be particularly hard hit.

cross border payments…For
businesses conducting time sensitive transactions, such delays
result in penalties and loss of
business as the sanction on the
country flowed down to the businesses.‖
Reduction in Direct Foreign
Investment
He said too that other possibilities are a reduction in the flow of
Christopher Ram
direct foreign investments into
the local economy; loss of trading partners; an increase on the cost of borrowing as
a result of reduced access to foreign currency; and
ultimately, negative reactions by the international
community have the potential to impact funding from
international agencies.
Negative assessment problematic
Ram recalled that ―the perception that a country is
perceived as a haven for Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing automatically associates it with a
high probability of attracting further criminal activity
and a negative assessment by the international community…This in turn carries with it financial and reputational risk.‖
According to Ram, any sanction could not possibly
come at a worse time for Guyana.
Guyana Dollar downward pressure
―The exchange rate of the Guyana Dollar has recently been coming under some real pressure.‖

The US Regulator has the power to impose conditions and even prohibit US financial institutions from
transacting with correspondents in a designated jurisdiction.

This fall, according to Ram, has been helped in no
small measure by the fall in gold prices, some successes against the narco-trade, sugar performing
poorly, rice seeming to bring in lower foreign exchange under the quasi-barter arrangement with
Venezuela, and the expertise of the expanding Chinese community in foreign exchange dealings.‖

Remittances affected ; business delays

Investment Uncertainty

According to Ram, with so many resident Guyanese
receiving remittances from the USA, any adverse
ruling will have a severe socio-economic impact on
the country.

He said that compounding this situation further are
―two mega-Yuan projects – the airport and now
Amaila – are now under a serious cloud.‖

―If Trinidad is an accurate guide, we can expect
lengthy delays in completion of foreign currency

According to Ram ―Observers will find it fascinating
to note how the Finance Minister will address these
matters when he presents his 2013 mid-year, due
this month-end.‖
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Three companies shortlisted for Government’s recycling plant
AUGUST 12, 2013 | BY KNEWS

Minister within the Ministry of Local Government Norman Whittaker yesterday told Kaieteur News that of
the nine companies which had placed bids for Governments recycling proposals, three have been
shortlisted.
The Minister in a brief telephone interview with this
newspaper said that he not could divulge the names
of the three companies that have been shortlisted.
Whittaker said that there is currently a special projects department in the Ministry which is handling the
proposals. He said that he not could stipulate a time
when the names would be made public, but noted
that it would be before the year ends
Kaieteur news understands that Panther Recycling
Company, which is based in Canada, has made a
proposal to the government. President of the company Michael Mosgrove said that his company has
offered government a $26 M recycling centre complete with curbside pick-up for less than the garbage
collection costs of today. The company is willing to
take on this investment at no cost to Guyana,
Mosgrove explained.
Panther Corporation Bio-diesel
According to Mosgrove, his company has offered the
government an additional Bio diesel section at the
facility, but he was asked not to include it, since the
administration was focusing on the US$800 million
Amaila hydro-electric plant.
Mosgrove had told Kaieteur News that Panther Corporation has the best systems in the industry and a
complete recycling programme from the house or
business, to the plant.
He said that they are well aware and they fully understand that the landfills are still problematic, adding
that their biomass is the solution.
He explained that the facility goes hand in hand with
their recycling sort modules and takes any biomass
that cannot be reused in an incinerator which creates
steam and transmits electricity. Mosgrove told
Kaieteur News that the system can generate upwards of 80 MW of power and a contract with the
Guyana Power and Light Inc. would not cost Guyana
a cent.
Mosgrove further noted that the company‘s investment in Guyana would address all solid waste prob-

lems with one complete programme. He noted that
Guyana can benefit in so many ways. It will enable
Guyanese to take back the pride in their communities
and have a clean environment. The programme
would hire up to 5000 people directly and indirectly
Jamaica project
Last year the same recycling company embarked on
a project in Jamaica to build the first solar-powered
recycling centre, representing a multi-billion dollar
investment and the prospect of thousands of jobs
being created. The company invested US$26 million
to construct and outfit a 30,000 square foot modular
facility in Retirement, St James.
With the approval of the St. James Parish Council
and the Mayor of Montego Bay, Panther has signed
an MOU with the Parish. Over the last several
months Panther has worked with all the parishes to
establish a National Recycling Programs. Although it
was taking time there has been great progress with
each and every parish

Debt ceiling is now $50B after AFC
amendments
Thursday 8 August 2013

A reworked government motion to increase the debt
ceiling from $1B to GUY$130B failed to garner opposition support with an amendment by the AFC dropping the figure to $50B in a marathon sitting of the
National Assembly
Government had last month tabled a motion to increase the guarantee on borrowing by public corporations from GUY$1B to GUY$150B but on Wednesday it submitted an amendment to lower the figure to
GUY$130B
Additionally, it tied the increased guarantee specifically to GPL‘s Power Purchase Agreement with Sithe
Global which would be operating the Amaila facility,
a condition which had been suggested by the AFC.
But the AFC submitted amendments of its own with
its proposed ceiling being GUY$50B, that it be tied to
the Amaila project and be subjected to review by the
National Assembly within three months if necessary.
AFC Leader Khemraj Ramjattan said his party was
prepared to wait until potential financier IDB completed its due diligence on the project which is
scheduled to end by October.
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Venezuelan President to visit Guyana this month-end
Saturday 10 August 2013 (Demerara Waves)

Venezuela‘s President, Nicolas Maduro is expected
to pay an official visit to Guyana at month-end, his
Guyanese counterpart announced on Sunday.
President Donald Ramotar made the announcement
at the formal opening of the GUY$300 million dollar
Hugo Chavez Rehabilitation and Reintegration Centre at Onverwagt, West Coast Berbice. Venezuela
provided GUY$200 million for the project.
Well-placed sources said Maduro would visit Guyana
on August 31, one day after the Union of South
American Nations (UNASUR) Summit is held in Suriname.
The Guyanese leaders reiterated that his country
would continue to seek a peaceful resolution to
Venezuela‘s claim to the mineral and forest rich
Essequibo region which makes up two-thirds of Guyana‘s 83,000 square miles.
―We are committed to working with the Government
of Venezuela to take our relations to higher levels, to
consolidate the existing programme of cooperation
and explore new areas that will bring us new benefits
as well as preserve the climate of mutual respect and
understanding that will allow us to continue our engagement under the Good Officer‘s Mechanism of
the United Nations,‖ said Ramotar.
Despite Venezuela‘s downplay of the more than 100year old border controversy since late President
Hugo Chavez reassured that the colonial era matter
should be a thing of the past, Guyana has maintained that the matter must be settled at the level of
the UN. Chavez visited Guyana in 2004.
The UN Good Officer is International Relations Professor, Norman Girvan of Trinidad and Tobago.
Maduro visited Guyana twice while holding the offices of Foreign Minister and Vice President.
Guyana purchases oil at concessionary rates under
the PetroCaribe arrangement and Venezuela buys
Guyanese rice and paddy at higher than world market prices.
President Ramotar hailed Maduro for continuing
Chavez‘s pro-welfare policies at home and in Latin
America and the Caribbean. ―The Government of
Guyana applauds President Nicolas Maduro and the
government of Venezuela for continuing to consolidate the legacy of the late President Chavez, pursuing policies for the advancement [Read more]

The Hugo Chavez Centre for Rehabilitation and Reintegration at
Onverwagt, West Coast Berbice. (GINA photo)

Mark Phillips promoted to Brigadier, to
be new GDF Chief
23 August 2013– KNEWS

Colonel Mark Phillips has been promoted to Brigadier and will be the country‘s next army chief, as
Rear Admiral Gary Best prepares to retire.
According to a government statement yesterday,
President Donald Ramotar, Commander-in-Chief of
the Armed Forces and Chairman of
the Guyana Defence Board, approved the promotion.
Chief-of-Staff designate Brigadier
Mark Phillips (left)
The statement said that the President has identified Phillips as the
Chief-of-Staff designate and Chairman of the Joint Services Coordination Council.
Best who was promoted from Commodore to Rear Admiral recently, is
set to retire on September 20, 2013.
President Ramotar has also approved the promotion
of Colonel Julian Brewster Lovell to Brigadier.
Phillips will be sworn in on September 16, it was
also announced yesterday.
In late 2007, the previous administration announced
a number of promotions, including the promotion of
Best from Commander to Commodore. Also promoted to the rank of Colonel then were Andrew
Pompey, Lovell and Phillips.
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President’s College on the verge of collapse
August 22, 2013 – KNEWS – By Abena Rockliffe [excerpt]

The government set out to destroy every bit of
Burnham’s legacy- Former PC student
Some are convinced that President‘s College (PC)
has been deliberately left to deteriorate because ―of
the simple truth‖ that it stands as a legacy of the late
President Linden Forbes Sampson Burnham‘s
―unique vision.‖
President‘s College, which was envisioned to be the
school of excellence, is now operating without a
Board of Directors, ever since the life of the last
Board expired a year ago. The physical environment
has also become a bother to most; the farm that was
once thriving, now has just a few animals. The
school has little or no funding and Kaieteur News understands that little is being done to save the ‗sinking
ship‘.
President's College “On its Last”
―PC is not PC anymore; they never wanted PC to
maintain its standard,‖ were the thoughts reflected by
a former President‘s College student who is convinced that the school is being stifled.
Unfortunately, that former student isn‘t the only one
who expressed similar views.
Kaieteur News conducted a series of interviews during the last two weeks and the consensus among
those interviewed is that President‘s College is ―on
its last‖.
The school was opened in 1985. It was founded by
Burnham who launched the project in 1983 but died
before the school opened.

―Burnham‘s vision was for PC to be a self-sufficient
school. PC had a thriving farm and use to sell milk,
eggs and beef. That money use to pay the farm attendants plus the farm provided for the needs of the
school‘s population, inclusive of teachers; now PC
doesn‘t even have a kitchen garden.‖
Kaieteur News has been told that PC‘s farm now has
only a few egg laying chickens, a couple of pigs and
about five cows. ―There is nothing much on the farm
and I can‘t believe that this is what it has come to. In
my day the farm had almost everything. We even
had horses, we learnt horseback riding,‖ said a former student. This newspaper understands that the
farm‘s rundown is linked to ―thieving and poor management. The last Board made a mess out of PC.‖
A source highlighted, as well, that the sports ground.
in PC‘s compound has also been allowed to deteriorate. Kaieteur News asked a teacher attached to PC
whether weeding of the field would make it useable
again for sports purposes. The teacher was less than
optimistic.
Used to be an honour
Several former students of PC expressed that it used
to be an honour to attend the school.
One student said that ―In my time, everybody was
resident and we all did what they had to do. Early
morning we got up and went to the farm, and students were rounded. Attending PC was a big thing; it
was the only school wearing purple and cream…
Students had to be awarded here; but now all kinds
of children are sent to PC so they no longer see it as
a treasure; because it came easy.‖ [full article]

Students used to be selected from the top two percent of candidates in the Secondary School Entrance
Examination (SSEE) and subjected to an evaluation
process including interviews with school personnel.
Now students are allowed to transfer from lower
rated schools into President‘s College and preference is given to those from more remote areas. The
school allows students to attend without being residential, thereby functioning as both a boarding and a
day school.
Last week, Kaieteur News was told that ―the government wants to change the purpose of the school. PC
was better when it was the way Burnham intended it
to be.‖
Someone with close affiliation to the school said,

Will works be completed before school reopens?
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Guyana Sugar: GuySuCo commissions "demo" ethanol plant
Wednesday, 21 August 2013- Demerara Waves

The Guyana Sugar Corporation on Tuesday commissioned a GUY$85M Bioethanol Demonstration Plant
at its Albion Estate, Berbice.
CEO Paul Bhim said the facility, partly funded by the
IDB to the tune of GUY$67M, would be used for
training and not commercial purposes.
―This plant will operate 32 weeks a year, it cannot
operate more than that because it needs steam from
the factory and if the factory is not operational it
wouldn‘t get any steam. Really it‘s just a stepping
stone for greater things later on and will be particularly used for training,‖ he said.
Bhim noted that ethanol production was part of GuySuCo‘s Strategic Plan which was being finalised.
―Whatever is produced from it is going to break even
basically. We‘re going to use the ethanol in our vehicles at the MoA (Ministry of Agriculture) and the estate and the alcohol is going to be used in our factories,‖ he added.
That will be a 90 percent gasoline to 10 percent ethanol (E10) blend with the CEO saying the equipment
to produce it would be installed soon. The plant has
the capacity to produce 1,000 litres of ethanol per

President Donald Ramotar and officials tour the bioethanol plant.

day with some 250 litres being extracted from one
tonne of low grade molasses.
The main objectives of the plant were identified as to
demonstrate the production of fuel-grade ethanol locally, to provide a source for that fuel and to provide
training for local personnel in bio-fuel technologies.
Installation was done by Green Biorefineries of Brazil
and Whitefox Technologies Ltd. of Canada.

GUYANA RUMS: EL DORADO RUMS WIN AWARDS
Guyana‘s rums are continuing to reel in the awards
internationally: 21-yr, 15-yr, 12-yr, 8-yr and 5-yr.
This time, El Dorado 8 Year Old Rum has ―surprised‖
its competitors by winning the ―Best Rum Trophy‖ at
the annual International Wine and Spirits Competition
(IWSC), in London.
According to Demerara Distillers Limited (DDL),
makers of the rum, El Dorado Special Reserve 15
Year Old Rum and the El Dorado 12 Year Old both
won Gold Outstanding Trophies.
―The El Dorado 21 Year Old won the Gold Trophy
while the El Dorado 5 Year Old and the El Dorado 3
Year Old won Silver Outstanding.‖
The El Dorado 15 Year Old, the flagship brand of
DLL, also boasts the distinction of being the only rum
ever to have won the title ―Best Rum In The World‖ a
record eight times since 1998 at the competition. ―The
rum has also won the IWSC Gold Medal a remarkable
12 times during the years 1998 to 2013. It was also

adjudged the ‗Best Spirit of the Caribbean‘ at the
Caribbean Rum Fest for four years with outstanding
recognition as the ‗Best Spirit of 2001‘. In addition,
the Eldorado 15 Year Old was awarded the Platinum Medal by the Chicago Beverage Testing Institute in 2001 and the Gold Medal at the 2003 Rum
Fest held in Newfoundland.‖ .
The El Dorado 21 Year Old evoked the following
from the judges: ―Dark bronze amber colour. Molasses, smoke, syrup and mocha on the nose. There is
a quite pronounced oak influence evident both on
the nose and in the mouth but this does not detract
from the wonderful character of this product. Enjoy.‖
DDL, based in Diamond, East Bank Demerara, also
produces Pepsi and a host of other soft drinks and
bottled water.
Demerara Distillers Limited (DDL) VIDEO:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzGLZfm8zfQ
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Guyana Sugar: An ethos of service - Colin Campbell
AUGUST 16, 2013 · BY STABROEK NEWS

The passing of Colin Campbell, 86
A couple of weeks ago, Ian McDonald penned a
heartfelt tribute to a dearly departed friend and colleague from the world of sugar. More than just a life
fondly and graciously remembered, the brief eulogy
was, in the author‘s inimitable style, an evocation of
a bygone era.
Colin Campbell– sugar expert
According to our Sunday scribe, the ―quintessentially
English‖ Colin Campbell was an eccentric but brilliant
expert on the sugar trade. In an age, moreover,
when the microchip was unknown and when people
relied almost wholly on the natural computer that is
the brain, Mr. Campbell ―carried around mountains of
files to supplement the Everest in his head,‖ literally
wading through reams of paper filled with data and
regulations, to support the negotiations for the best
possible deal for the sugar industries of Guyana, the
Caribbean, Africa and the Pacific.
Today, this is perhaps almost incomprehensible to
those accustomed to navigating the infinite vastness
of the Internet and accessing facts and figures at the
touch of a button on laptops, tablets and increasingly
smaller and sophisticated hand-held devices.
Some of the more old-fashioned amongst us might
be inclined to scoff at the exponents of the new
ways, perhaps considering them less rigorous in the
application of their intellect and less than painstaking
in preparing for complex negotiations. From what we
read of him two Sundays ago, the self-effacing and
supremely modest Mr. Campbell would have been
one of the last persons to take such a view. But what
seems certain is that his was a life lived according to
an ethos of unassuming service.
Sir Jock Campbell
Indeed, in recalling the life and times of his friend,
Mr. McDonald also takes the opportunity to remind
us of the good done by elder brother Jock Campbell,
the Booker reformer, whose life‘s work was dedicated to establishing a world-class sugar industry
and improving the lot of sugar workers in Guyana.
This story has been, of course, superbly recounted
by Prof Clem Seecharan, one of this country‘s most
outstanding historians and himself a child of the
sugar belt, in his scholarly tome, Sweetening Bitter
Sugar, which debunks many of the popular myths

and prejudices perpetuated by the anti-colonial narrative.
Campbells committed to sugar industry
The Campbells were committed to a sugar industry
run by Guyanese and run well. In this respect, one
cannot be sure whether Mr. McDonald is sending out
a subliminal message on the state of the sugar industry in Guyana today. But his opening of a window
on the past inevitably prompts consideration of an
industry that has been run down and is now practically on life support. Our editorials of May 20, 2013
(‗Sugar: A disastrous performance‘) and June 24,
2013, (‗What‘s the strategy for sugar?‘) have already
analysed the depths to which the industry has sunk
and called for immediate action. Other knowledgeable commentators have also weighed in with their
views and proffered well-meaning and expert advice.
But to no avail.
Is it too late for Sugar?
Some feel that it may be too late for sugar, especially
as the government appears deaf to the entreaties of
all, seemingly preferring to view the managerial, agricultural and technical problems bedevilling the industry through the political lens. Even now, when faced
with as great a crisis as sugar has ever faced in Guyana, the government cannot bring itself to eschew
political loyalty in the interest of assembling a board
of proven and competent agriculturalists, industrialists, entrepreneurs and technocrats – something
pretty much the whole country would agree is the
necessary first step to rehabilitating the industry and
perhaps returning to an adaptation of the Booker
Tate business plan which was trashed by the Jagdeo
administration.
The world of the Campbells - alien to us
The world of the Campbells may be history and alien
to many of us, but surely the ethos of service they
embodied, privileged as they were, can also be
found in Guyanese in Guyana and around the world,
whatever their politics. Can the government not recognise this?
Clem Seecharan’s book:
In 2005 his biography of Jock Campbell, Sweetening
Bitter Sugar. Jock Campbell, the Booker Reformer in
British Guiana 1934-1966 was published (Ian Randle
Publishers, Jamaica).
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GGDMA likely to import fuel for miners
Demerara waves– August 25,2013

In the face of the fluctuating
international price for gold,
the Guyana government is
considering a proposal by the
Guyana Gold and Diamond
Miners Association (GGDMA)
to import cheaper fuel.
Minister of Natural ReMinister Robert Persaud
sources, Robert Persaud announced that government was exploring that proposal
to cushion the impact of the rising cost of fuel, regarded as ―the major operational cost faced by miners.‖
―In this regard, the direct importation by the GGDMA
and/or its designated representative of fuel and distribution of fuel to the mining community in accordance
with national guidelines is being positively being considered,‖ Persaud said in addressing Mining Week
2013-Opening and Award Ceremony at the Guyana
International Conference Centre (GICC).

GGDMA Vice President Charlie Da Silva confirmed
that ―we had a very good response‖ from government for the cost-saving measure. ―The whole idea
is to cushion the low gold price that we are experiencing and once we get the license to bring in the
fuel, then we‘ll put all the mechanisms in place, having done a lot of preliminary work,‖
Da Silva said while Venezuela and Curacao were
ready sources, the GGDMA would most likely buy
its diesel supplies from Trinidad at much lower
price. ―We‘ll be saving a lot of money on fuel so instead of asking the government to give us a break
on duty on the fuel, we are willing to even pay the
duty just to give us the opportunity to bring in the
fuel and this would cushion our low gold price at the
moment,‖ he said.
The London Fix last Friday closed at US$1,377.50
per ounce, not far from the US$1,200 when local
miners begin to worry. Gold is purchased by the
Guyana Gold Board or its authorised dealers at different prices based on purity levels. [Read more]

Guyana projects record gold production for 2013
GEORGETOWN, Guyana, Monday August 26, 2013 -

The Guyana Gold and Diamond
Miners Association (GGDMA)
says it is projecting a gold production target of 500,000
ounces for 2013.
At the start of Mining Week here,
Natural Resources and the Environment Minister presented a report indicating that
gold declared for the first half of this year increased by
23.2 per cent over the quantity declared for last year.
Gold maintained its reputation as the biggest producer
in the mining sector for last year, with a production
value in excess of GUY$137 billion (One Guyana dollar = US$0.01 cents) and accounting for 78.2 per cent
of total value of mining output.
But in the wake of the recent fall in gold prices below
the price of GUY$1300 an ounce, the GGDMA has
appealed for local miners to take precautionary measures by paying attention to cost reduction and to improve efficiency.
It is also urging the government to provide more support through concessions and other measures.

―We have been asking for a few concessions down
the line and only last week we met with our President Mr. (Donald) Ramotar, and we had a very
healthy meeting and we hoping for good results.
But this year we are hoping to top production of
500,000 ounces of gold which has never been
achieved in Guyana in the history of gold,‖ said
CGDMA Vice-President, Charles Da Silva.
President Ramotar says “Eliminate corruption”
President Ramotar addressing the opening of Mining Week and Award ceremony urged all stakeholders to work together and eliminate corrupt and
criminal practices such as bribery.
Mining Week 2013 is being held under the theme
―Clean Green and Responsible; Securing the Future
of Mining‖ and President Ramotar said he envisaged a high quality jewellery sector and for bauxite,
a smelting plant for aluimina/aluminum but in the
absence of cheap energy the possibility of these
investments seems impractical.
―That is one of the reasons this issue with the hydropower is such a painful issue… we cannot go to
higher levels and achieve standards [Read more]
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Guyana Watch Medical Team visits Guyana
Guyana Watch ends clinic at Belle
West Primary School
AUGUST 19, 2013 | BY KNEWS |

— team saw 1,995 patients
The Guyana Watch Medical team completed its last
clinic on Saturday at the Belle West Primary School.
The team saw a total of 1,995 patients in less than a
week.
The visiting medical team had six doctors, Mavis
Agyeiwaah, Jessica Rosenberg, Maritza Jerome,
Stephanie Ortiz, Allison Altherly-Ward and Nadav
Mor; one Registered nurse, Sara Machlis, two dentists, Dr. Apurva Dave and Dr. Chiran Reddy and one
pharmacist, S.P Mehta along with their support staff.
Even though the team has been in the field for one
week, the members were no less energetic and involved in their work on Saturday than they were on
their first day here.
At the Belle West Primary, the doctors saw 201 patients, 48 of which were children, while 54 persons
visited the dental clinic.
According to the doctors, most of the patients seem
to be suffering from the same illness. ―Many of them
coming with high blood pressure, high blood sugar
and rashes, they seem to be suffering from common
illness here.‖
Dr. Mor said that the patients he had seen over the
past few days were very grateful. ―The people here
are very grateful and I think that they should go and
see a doctor every now and then. I feel a lot of people here are straining with the cost for medication
and they are neglecting themselves because of that.‖
He explained that he saw many persons who required X-rays, blood-sugar and cholesterol tests, but
because of the cost, they don‘t take them
A large number of patients also have dental problems. The majority of these are children, mostly because of their consumption of sugar.
For the six clinics countrywide, there were a total of
434 dental visits After Saturday‘s clinic, the team
packed up and were all treated to a farewell dinner at
the New Thriving Restaurant. The doctors and their
volunteers departed early on August 18.

President for the Guyana Watch Team Mr Tony Yassin (right)
poses with the doctors and local support staff

team, Mr. Tony Yassin, thanked the following persons who have assisted in making the Guyana
Watch possible.
They are The New Thriving Restaurant, Princess Hotel and Casino, Buddy‘s Restaurant and Pool‘s Hall,
Anand C Persaud Dental Technician, Lloyd SinghInternational Pharmaceutical Agency, Twahir KhanDiscount Store, Kaieteur News, Guyana Forestry
Commission, Rampersaud Sookdeo, M&M Snackette, Ram Kishun, Ganesh Balkissoon and Mukesh
from Timehri.
He also thanked the Ministry of Education for providing the various schools across the country for this
team to offer their services and the Chief Medical
Officer, Dr. Shamdeo Persaud.
―I would like to thank the new batch of doctors and
their overseas support staff for their time and hard
work and for the wonderful service they have offered
to the people of Guyana. I would also like to thank
the local volunteers at the various schools who also
played a part.‖
Other Reports
Guyana Watch off to tremendous start : Kaieteur News
East Bank welcomes Guyana Watch medical team
Guyana Watch medical tour…417 treated at Leonora Clinic
Guyana Watch team services West Coast Berbice :

Meanwhile, President of the Guyana Watch Medical
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Guyana calls on Caribbean Airlines to re-examine fare structure

Website Links
Hotels, Eco-resorts. etc

Caribbean Airlines (CAL) executives are being urged to understand their role in the Guyanese market and to
desist from the abuse and exploitation in terms of airfares that Guyanese are
asked to pay coming into Guyana. Tourism, industry and commerce minister,
Irfaan Ali reiterated this call on Tuesday, when he placed an open invitation to
CAL executives to come to Guyana for an urgent meeting.

Adel’s Rainforest Resort

Guyana --August 9, 2013 (Caribbean News Now) —

―I have instructed the GTA director to call in the new CEO and chairman of the
board to meet with us no later than next Friday. We are taking this issue very
seriously and I have also advised my colleague minister that my position would
be a re-examination of the status that was given to them if the situation does not
correct itself in a timely manner,‖ Ali said.
As to the major causes for concern and the important issues to be addressed at
the engagement, Ali pointed to the exorbitant ticket prices levied on Guyanese
passengers coming from New York, Toronto and Trinidad, calling it
―unacceptable, atrocious and disgusting and against the spirit of agreement in
terms of CAL being a flag carrier‖.

Ariantze Sidewalk Hotel Café and
Jazz Club
Banganara Island Resort
Bradsville Apartments
Cara Hotels
El Dorado Inn
Evergreen Adventures
Grand Coastal Inn
Herdmanston Lodge
Hurakabra River Resort

He said, ―I personally am aware of persons who would have bought tickets at an
enormous price to come to Guyana. If you compare this to the prices other persons are paying from Trinidad, I find this to be a situation of abusing the present
monopoly that they have in Guyana, [Read more]

Hotel Tower – Emerald Tower
Resort

C’bean Airlines Timehri crash due to pilot error – Draft Report says

Iwokrara Forest -

AUGUST 24, 2013 | BY KNEWS |

Two years after a Caribbean Airlines Limited
(CAL) Boeing 737-800 aircraft crash-landed at
the Cheddi Jagan International Airport, Timehri
(CJIA), a draft report has been completed with
the findings pointing to pilot‘s error.
The plane spectacularly split in two, around
01:30hrs on July 30, 2011, and while there were no deaths, there were injuries
with one passenger losing his leg. A number of passengers have since taken
legal action.
Officials privy to the report said that from all indications, the pilot landed ―long‖
on the runway and was unable to stop the plane. The midnight flight ran off the
runway, and broke into half after ending up on a nearby road. While not giving
much detail, the officials also said in all likelihood, the pilot ―mis-averaged‖ the
runway and after landing, could not bring the plane to a halt in time.
The draft report, according to officials of the Guyana Civil Aviation Authority
(GCAA), has been submitted to Minister of Transport Robeson Benn. It was prepared by Deputy Director of GCAA, Paula McAdam.
The findings would be significant as CAL‘s owners, the Government of Trinidad
and Tobago, had suggested that the problem seemed to have been on the Guyana end, at the airport. However, authorities in Guyana have dismissed this,
pointing to Guyana‘s safety record at CJIA, which has been one of the best in
the region. The co-pilot of the CAL flight, BW 523, has since resigned while the
captain was reportedly reassigned to another division in the airline. [more]

Iwokrama Canopy Walkway

Kanuku Suites
Le Grand Penthouse Hotel
Pegasus Hotel

Princess Hotel
Radisson Apartment Suites
Regency Suites Hotel
Rock View Lodge, Rupununi
Roraima Airways, Hotels and
Companies
Sleepin International Hotel
Splashmins Resort

Surama Eco-Lodge Rupununi
Status International Hotel

Timberhead Eco-Resort
Trans Guyana Airways
Wilderness Explorers
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Elaine Ville Housing Development - Guyana
See video: click link below

Elaine Ville Video
Build your own dream home from
a choice of large lots in a new upscale
development

Read: Elaine Ville advertisement

Located at:

New Providence
East Bank, Demerara
Guyana South America
.. Just minutes from Georgetown

> Concrete drains,
> Concrete roads,
> Potable Water Supply,
> Electricity,
> Recreational Park
Local Financing available
See website link below for more information on this development as well as
its location and contact details. Also
view this video below:
View: Elaine Ville Video
Read: Elaine Ville advertisement
For more details go to our website at:

http://www.elaineville.com/
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BLOG ENTRIES - July 2013
Total views for July 2013 = 55,731
Total views at July 30 = 1,430,850

1. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 30
July 2013
2. The great betrayal: W. Rodney and R. Ramkarran – Freddie Kissoon
3. Emancipation – commentary
4. Caribbean Premier League, Barbados Tridents
v St Lucia Zouks at Bridgetown, Jul 30, 2013
5. Capitol News – TV News videos – 29 July 2013
6. A scandal at Piarco Airport in Trinidad –
Stella Ramsaroop
7. Reflections: The Specter of Race
8. Songs and Dances of the 40s and Early 50s –
Peter Halder
9. Prince Randian of Guyana – by Peter Halder
10. My take on Davis Casavis‘s ―Thomas Carroll
Affair‖ – Ralph Seeram
11. The day I resigned from the PPP by
Ralph Ramkarran
12. Amaila: Troubling dimensions of a troubled
public project – Clive Thomas
13. CARICOM at 40: The power of colonialism –
Freddie Kissoon
14. Guyana‘s economy slowed in first half –
GBTI report
15. West Indies v Pakistan, 1st T20, St Vincent –
last ball loss!
16. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 26
July 2013
17. Scotiabank Toronto Caribbean Carnival Toronto- 2013
18. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 25
July 2013
19. Playing Marbles – by Peter Halder
20. Meadow Bank Many, Many Years Ago
21. Meet global corruption‘s hidden players – by
Charmian Gooch
22. PPP Wanted gridlock on Amaila to drum up
Congress fever – Nagamootoo
23. St George‘s Cathedral Of Guyana – By
Dmitri Allicock
24. BARTICA – A Missed Opportunity of History By
Dmitri Allicock
25. Capitol News – TV news videos – 24 July 2013

26. Cricket: Pakistan wins West Indies series 3-1
27. Amaila Project over priced by 40% – says Ram
and Gaskin
28. Capitol News – TV News videos – 23 July 2013
29. Can Babu John save a declining PPP? – by
Ralph Seeram
30. Dave Martins & The Tradewinds and Jumo –
NYC- August 17, 2013
31. Capitol News TV News Videos – 22 July 2013
32. Expectant Fathers Macusi Culture – by Peter Halder
33. Games Kids Used To Play – by Peter Halder
34. PPP attacks former Speaker – Ralph Ramkarran Replies!
35. *A Must See*: Slavery by Another Name PBS Documentary
36. Jeff Corwin in Guyana – By Dmitri Allicock
37. History of Christmas In Guyana – by Peter Halder
38. The Buck Top – by Peter Halder
39. Woman in Distress by Rosaliene Bacchus
40. Alexander Alexander – by Peter Halder
41. The Georgetown Fires of 1913 by Peter Halder
42. Capitol News TV News Videos – 19 July 2013
43. Capitol News – TV News Videos – 18
July 2013
44. Lucky Dube of South Africa – 100 Top tracks –
autoplay
45. The Giant River Otter or ―Water Dog‖
of Guyana
46. Michelle Alexander: ―Zimmerman Mindset‖ Endangers Young Black Lives
47. On His 95th Birthday, the Story of Nelson Mandela‘s Struggle
48. Capitol News – TV News Reports – 17
July 2013
49. Alex Fraser – authored ‗open letter‘ to
George Zimmerman
50. Egypt: 12 year old boy analyses Egyptian politics – video
51. BARON – ‗The Soca Man‖ – 27 song videosautoplay
52. Capitol News – TV News Reports – 16
July 2013
53. West Indies beats Pakistan by 37 runs – 2nd
ODI in Guyana
Continued on the next page
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BLOG ENTRIES
Note: Click on the titles to read the blog entries

BLOG ENTRIES - July 2013 (cont’d)
Continued from the previous page

54. Six Million Trayvons: the Zimmerman mindset
– By Judd Legum
55. Capitol News – TV Video Reports – 15
July 2013
56. West Indies crumble as Afridi leads the way
for Pakistan
57. We seem to have lost out again with the Brazilians – Tony Vieira
58. St. Stanislaus Alumni – Labor Day Saturday
Jam – August 31- NYC
59. The Gated Community – By Ron Persaud
60. CARICOM: Forty Years of Integration
61. St. Joseph‘s Alumni – Labor Day Saturday Sizzler- Aug 31, 2013- Brooklyn. NY
62. AFC calls for mass street protests
against corruption…
63. ―STRIVING FOR EXCELLENCE‖ – Maj. Gen.
(retd) Joseph G Singh MSS
64. Guyanese Online Newsletter – Jun-Jul 2013
65. Capitol News – TV video Reports – July
11, 2013
66. Gov‘t going ahead with CJIA expansion
67. Rush Hour Traffic in Ho Chi Minh City, (Saigon)
Viet Nam – video
68. Incorrect Postings: Peter Halder s/b Norman Datt
69. West Indies name squad to face Pakistan
in Guyana
70. I AM A COOLIE – by Naraine Datt
71. Have w e lost the Good Times forever by Naraine Datt
72. CHILDREN OF THE JAHAJIS by Naraine Datt
73. ―Shadeism‖: descrimination based on skin colour -video
74. Brazil: Bouncing Back During a Financial Crisis
75. St. Cuthbert‘s Mission: Amerindian Heritage
Day 1992 – video
76. Pope Francis plays the Tenor Pan at
the Vatican
77. Nostalgia: Upper Demerara River Many Years
Ago – updated
78. Nostalgia: Henry Street Werk-en-Rust –
updated
79. A Human Spring by Uri Avnery
80. BARONIANS & FRIENDS – Fundraising Dance

– August 24, 2013- NYC
81. Friends of Victoria Village – Creole Breakfast –
Aug 3, 2013- NYC
82. National Insurance Scheme ( NIS) Annual Fun
Day – NYC
83. Nostalgia: Wismar/Christianburg/Upper Demerara River – updated
84. On the Street Where I Lived – Updated – by
Peter Halder
85. The Living Camera – STEPHEN WILTSHIRE –
videos
86. Egypt: Military Coup Bodes Ill for Future Stability
87. US probing another visa racket at embassy
in Guyana
88. Independence Day (United States) : July 4
89. St Stanislaus College Alumni - CARIBJAM August 2, 2013 - Toronto
90. Guyana experience is a lesson for Caribbean
countries – CDB
91. Bad news chasing good money away from
the Caribbean
92. Tutorial High School Alumni – Family Fun Day
– Toronto July 7, 2013
93. Guyana Berbice Association Toronto Dance –
August 3, 2013
94. Guyana Asso. of Georgia – Annual Tea Party –
July 27, 2012
95. Canada Day 2013 – Monday, July 1
96. Canada: Passport Changes – July 1st, 2013
97. What A Wonderful World With David Attenborough — BBC video

GUYANESE ONLINE NEWSLETTERS
These newsletters are published monthly. The aim is to
advertise the events and news of Guyanese Associations
worldwide. Added to this, the newsletter highlights Guyana‘s Parliament news, Arts and Culture, Medical, Business, Education, Tourism and Historical articles.
Every month we publish an average of 100 Blog entries
and these are also listed here and accessible by clicking
on the items on the list.. Your comments are welcome!
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USA House of Representatives still to vote on Immigration Reform
Are Republicans Caving in on Immigration
Reform - View this MSNBC YouTube video: Published on August 13, 2013
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bM0iyIxjWaw

Immigration Reform Could Boost
U.S. Economy
Study shows immigration bill would create
14,000 jobs in each congressional district
USNEWS.COM Lauren Fox August 20,2013

Opponents to immigration reform have called the
Senate's bipartisan and comprehensive immigration
reform bill a "job killer," but a new report by the conservative-leaning American Action Network, is evidence that the bill might just be the stimulus Congress has been looking for to put the stagnant economy into overdrive.
[STUDY: Immigration Reform Would Boost Tax
Revenues]
From California to South Carolina, the report shows
that the Senate's immigration bill would create an
average of 14,000 jobs per congressional district in
the next decade.

Protesters push for immigration reform at a rally on August 16,
2013 in Miami, Florida.

Majority Whip Rep. Kevin McCarthy, R-Calif., a key
member of the House leadership whose agricultural
district is more than 30 percent Latino, would see
nearly 17,000 new jobs back home if the Senate bill
were implemented.
And even Rep. Steve King, R-Iowa, who has made
headlines for expressing disdain for immigrants who
entered the country illegally, would see more than
13,000 new jobs in his district. [Read more]

LEGAL ADVICE FOR CARIBBEANS IN AMERICA

The Prince Law Firm, LLC
315W Ponce de Leon Avenue Suite 970
Decatur, Georgia 30030
―Meaningful results for Clients with Real problems but Limited Resources”

IMMIGRATION LAW - IN ALL 50 STATES
LITIGATION - Georgia

(678) 705-5409
Visit us Online at: www.princefirm.com
e-Mail: asp@princefirm.com
OUR LEGAL PROFESSIONALS SPECIALIZE IN FAMILY-BASED IMMIGRATION PETITIONS
Blog: guyaneseonline.wordpress.com

